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Rural Development Department (RDV) The World Bank

Investing in Rural Producer Organizations
Contributing to sustainable agricultural production

Lack of economic opportunities and access to resources contribute to poverty, a condition that is also
profoundly affected by empowerment. In the competition for economic and political power, the voices of the

poor, particularly the rural poor, are usually not heard. They cannot access services or means of production,
and have limited influence, if any, in bargaining processes.

Many of the world's poor live in rural
areas, and agriculture or agriculture -

related activities are the mainstay of their
livelihood. 'Producers' is a term that
encompasses all aspects of natural
resource management, including crop
production, livestock, forestry, and fisheries, 

as well as processing agricultural products. " '

One producer strategy to help the poor -

emerge from poverty is organizing to -

(a) more effectively manage their own
assets; (b) gain access to services, inputs,
credit, and markets; and (c) have more
effective input in decisionimaking _ - -

processes that affect their livelihoods. : - = -

When poor producers band together, they _
gain bargaining power. -

Helping producers organize to 7. -

strengthen their capacity to reach such _--

goals is one way to contribute to the fight Cooperatives often benefit the rural poor including these Mexicon fishermen.
against rural poverty, and addresses two
of the four dimensions of rural poverty - 'bonding' function to facilitate collective in traditional groupings, where everyone
empowerment and capabilities (World actions, mitigate against the uncertainties is inherently a member, but formal producer
Bank, 2000; Narayan, 2000). Strengthening of agricultural production, and regulate organizations tend to be more exclusive.
the capacity of producer organizations is relationships wvithin the groups (Mercoiret, Rural producer organizations (RPOs)
also an investment in social capital that 1994). In contrast, formal producer are membership organizations created by
complements investments in other forms organizations are often created to perform producers to provide services to tlhemselves.
of capital -natural, human, physical, and a 'bridging' function that organizes the re- They differ from service NGOs, which also
financial (Dasgupta and Serageldin, 2000). lationships between the group and the provide services to producers, but are not

outside world. In the context of develop- necessarily membership organizations.
ing countries, however, rural producer RPOs perform advocacy or policy functions

Rural organizations assume diverse forms organizations typically include elements of (syndicates or unions), economic and
that have different purposes and function both rural societies and formal organiza- technical functions (cooperatives or
at different levels (local, regional, and tions. They are rooted in local customs, associations),andsometimeslocaldevelopment
national). In all rural societies, organizations while economic principles for organizing functions (especially when decentralization
traditionally have an inward-oriented or tend to prevail. Inclusion is characteristic has not yet taken place and local governments
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RDV Technology Notes

do not exist). Many RPOs tend to address
these three functions to various degrees, Box 1. Dairy cooperatives - Operation Flood in India
but are also diverse in terms of scale- Beginning in 1974, with two additional national dairy projects in the late 1980s,
they can be local and serve only at village the World Bank lent over $500 million to develop the milk industry through
and inter-village levels, or be represented cooperatives that fonned district unions, which in turn combined into state federations.
up to regional and national levels (unions Projects focused on capacity-building to strengthen cooperative stnictures, training
and federations). Functions and level of activities, and infrastructure related to production and marketing. The objective
organization are often related. was to promote viable cooperative businesses owned and managed by producers to

World Bank Experience with collect and market milk products as a means to increase rural income and improve
Producer Organizations dairy productivity.

The national federation includes 70,000 village milk cooperatives with some 9 mil-
Earlier work by the Bank involved coop- lion members, 60 percent of wlhom are landless, small-scale, or marginal farmers.
eratives, often promulgated by the The federation and its members produce some 13 million hters of milk daily, which
government, under projects negotiated creates US$ 90 additional annual income for each family. Per capita milk
exclusively between the Bank and govern- consumption has almost doubled in the entire nation and milk cooperatives have
ments. These projects usually did not created an estimated 250,000 off-farm jobs, most in rural areas.
address the institutional context in which Investment has been heavy. Some observers are concermed that cooperatives
the cooperatives operated and provided are over protected and monopolistic, but their performance is impressive due to
only limited capacity-building. More (a) a committed membership and fanmer control at the local level, (b) sound managemenit,
importantly, government intervention often (c) influential and charismatic leaders, (d) strong accounting systems, and (e) effective
bankrupted the cooperatives and caused and profitable services provided to members.
the rural poor to lose trust in Source: India, Second National Dairy Project, ICR #16218 and "Operation
cooperatives as an institution (Hussi et al., Flood, the cooperatives role", a presentation by Wilfred Candler, Consultant to
1993). Recently the Bank has focused its OED (posted on the World Bank Animal Resources website).
support to reform this type of cooperative
and improve their legal and policy frame-
work (in Eastern Europe, North Africa, in Uganda and Mali. A number of research RPOs and the private sector. The
Middle East, and South Asia). institutes are now conducting participatory Bank is also promoting partnerships

The central role of herder associations research with RPOs (such as in Mali, between producer organizations and the
in range management has long been Senegal, Burkina Faso, and Colombia). private sector to help develop their
recognized in Bank projects in West These projects, as well as others (C6te capacity to access inputs and markets for
Africa, Central African Republic, Kenya, d'Ivoire) involve RPOs in institutional their products (Collion, 2000).
Morocco, and Mongolia, although the reforms of research and extension agencies.
results have been mixed (Pratt et al., 1997). RPOs and policy dialogue. Two Guiding Principles for Bank
Similarly, Bank projects have promoted examples include the Indigenous and Work with Producer
water user associations to improve water Afroecuadorian Peoples Development Organizations
management and system maintenance Project (Ecuador) and the Agricultural Defining organizations to support.
(Subramanianetal., 1997).Farmer-controlled Services and Producer Organizations Any membership organization should be
dainj cooperatives have been the keyplayers Project (Senegal). In these two projects, eligible for Bank support as long as:
in India's Operation Flood (Box 1). Dairy rural federations are becoming increasingly * the organization is recognized as useful
cooperative movements have been involvedwith macroeconomic and political (principle of utility) by its members;
established elsewhere, notably Kenya and issues. In Ecuador, they are now at the * the organization has an identity, i.e., a
Indonesia. Excessive government inter- forefrontofalargercivilsocietymovement, history and effective operating rules,
vention and poor leadership have hampered advocating radical political and socioeco- which even if not fonnalized, regulate the
effectiveness in these two countries. nomic changes. relationships among its members and

RPOs and agricultural services. The Bank is also involved in a policy among members and the outsidexvorld; and
More recently, RPOs may be research and dialogue with the International Federation * the organization is legally recognized
extension partners in agricultural services of Agricultural Producers. As part of this and its governing bodies function
projects. In Senegal and Burkina Faso, dialogue, in June 1999 representatives of effectively (in particular holding regular
funds are available at the rural commune producer organizations met with a num- elections and meetings).
level to build capacity in producer organi- ber of supporting NGOs and donors to Defining organizations to strengthen.
zations (training, advisory services, start-up determine how the Bank and other The objective of support is to help RPOs
fund for innovative ideas) on a matching donors could strengthen the capacity of become more effective at providing the
basis. Fund allocation decisions are made by producer organizations through their services for which their members created
representatives of producer organizations. projects and other interventions (Rondot them. Capacities to strengthen are either
A similar type of project is being prepared and Collion, 2001). technical or strategic:
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* Technical capacities enable RPOs to RPOs, and the government agree on an RPO can offer, thus potential conflicts
implement their activities. They include procedures and criteria for RPOs to ac- between equity and efficiency objectives
(a) functional literacy and numeracy; cess the funds. To ensure compliance witlh may arise. World Bank-financed projects
(b) accounting and financial management; procedures and quality of services, close may help RPOs improve inclusion to reach
(c) ability to run an efficient information monitoring is required as wvell as systematic, the unorganized poorest.
system; (d) capacity to analyze constraints, random, and a posteriori control or audit RPO leaders may be isolated from their
synthesize member needs, and set and from government and/or donors (Box 2). base and lack accountability to their

articulate priorities; (e) capacity to design, Risks members. While programs to strengthen
implement, and evaluate an action; and RPOs are intended to resolve these problems,
(f) technical capacity for specific activities. RPOs are not necessarily inclusive. There access to funds and services may still be

* Strategic capacities enable an RPO to maybe entry barriers for the poorest of the available to RPO leaders - often the local
define a strategy to achieve its objectives, poor who lack the minimum assets and elite - to the detriment of members. Already
including (a) the capacity to diagnose human resources to take advantage of what powerful local groups or individuals may thus
itself and its environment (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats);
(b) hain aces to infrmto an Box 2. Demand-driven RPO fund In Burkina Faso(b) lnaving access to informnation and
expertise in strategic areas (market The demand-driven services fund is part of a support component to RPOs in an
intelligence); and (c) making well-in- agricultural services project. Key implementation responsibilities are shared by
formed decisions. various implementing organizations.

* Local RPOs prepare capacity-building sub-project proposals on a theme of
Providing Support to RPOs their choice, and request funding for training, advisory services, communicationi,

There is no blue print. Any support should visits, participation in national or international RPO meetings, small productive
bhetailored to ountr.ycircuiisutanceshand investments, or on-farm R&D. The RPOs submit proposals to the RPO
be tailored to country circumstances and provincial forum. If the proposal is approved, then funds are transferred to the
the specificity of the RPOs in that country. RPO that prepared the sub-project to implement the activities through a
However, one principle applies -support contract between the Project Management Unit and the RPO. Implementation

should empower RPOs, not make them progress is reported to the RPO Forum.
instruments of donor or government * The facilitating NGO helps RPO to forn regional forums. The NGO disseminates
agendas. RPOs should not be supported information about the project, its objectives, and procedures, and helps RPOs
only because they are an alternative to select representatives at the local and provincial levels, helps elaborate
public services. Support to RPOs should: governing rules for the provincial forums and procurement and disbursement
* guarantee equal access to all the RPOs procedures, maintains a database of eligible service providers, trains RPO leaders

that meet funding criteria; and members, and monitors program progress.
.accept limitations of RPOs, and work * A financial management unit maintains records on sub-project proposals,

*il accethem atlons their RPace andworapprovals bv the RPO regional forums, and RPO bank accounts. On the basis
with them at their pace; of documentation received from RPO forums, the financial unit prepares

* target activities that RPOs have chosen contracts with RPOs and transfers funds to their bank accounts. The financial unit

according to their working capacity; organizes systematic and random technical and financial audits of the sub-projects.
* be carried out through a 'learning-by- Two years after implementation. Start-up takes time. It took 8 months for

doing' mode; RPOs to form regional forums in nine pilot provinces. Of the 4,009 local RPOs
* guarantee independence from govern- that were eligible, 1,480 submitted sub-project proposals, of which RPO regional

ment or donor agencies; forums approved only 908. By mid-2001, the Financial Management Unit had
* let RPOs make decisions on the basis signed 201 contracts and transferred approximately US$ 351,000 to 201 RPOs

of procedures and criteria agreed upon (an average of US$ 1,700/project/RPO). RPOs contributed up to 20 percent of
with governments and donors; and the total costs of sub-projects. Approved sub-projects by theme are shown in the table.

One important lesson. Most sub-projects complemented other existing
renisuered, tath s rtnsparen legall investments - women's groups financed wells in their gardens where they
registered, with transparent governing already had fences, or several RPOs decided to build classrooms because some
rules, procedures, accounting, and members were already
reporting systems. trained to teach reading Approved sub-projects

Unallocated funding or a demand-driven and writing in their own Sub-project theme (% of total projects)
services and investment fund lets RPOs languages but had no Small irrigation 28
define which activities to finance and room to hold classes. Training (includes classroom rehab) 26

deternine the timing and pace of imple- Improve soil fertility 17
mentation. It allows RPOs to manage the Source: CECI- Burkina Soil and water conservation techniques 16

funds they have been granted and select quarterly reports and Wells and dikes 7
service providers from a repertory of personal comymunication
regularly-appraised vendors. However, with CECI manager. Collective production tools 6

such a funding mode requires that donors,
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gain more power. To mitigate against such of government, donors, and the private faceted Perspective. Washington, D.C.:
risk, the support program for RPOs should sector and participate at all levels in: World Bank.
be extensively advertised to ensure that 0 preparing and negotiating rural Diagne, Daouda and Denis Pesche (eds.).
those who have problems accessing the development policies or strategies 1995. Peasant and Rural Organizations:
infomiation, often the poorest, are aware (CAS, PRSPs, etc.); and ForcesforDevelopmnent in Sub-Saharan
of the fund's existence. Close monitoring 0 preparing, implementing, monitoring, Africa. Paris: French Ministry of
is essential. and evaluating rural development Cooperation.

Empowering producer organizations projects. Hussi, Pekka, Josette Murphy, Ole
should create counterforces in a society To effectively participate in these Lindberg, and Lyle Brenneman. 1993.
that lead to a shift in power relationships. forums, RPOs must be given enough The Development of Cooperatives and
Existing elite groups may try to prevent time, resources, and access to infonnation other Rural Organizations. World Bank
development of these counterforces, so to prepare contributions with their Technical Paper No 199. Washington,
close monitoring of on-going processes is members. D.C.: World Bank.
necessary. Governments and civil servants * Promote a conducive legal environment. Mercoiret, Marie Rose. 1994. L'appui aux
are likely to resist change because they Often the legal environment is outdated producteurs ruraux. Guiide a l'usage des
are afraid of losing control and their or not adapted to the existing diverse agents de ddveloppernent et des
prerogatives. Political parties and individuals RPOs. Governments should enact responsables de groupemnents. Paris:
will try to co-opt the process and use RPOs enabling market regulations and Editions Karthala.
as a vehicle to promote their own agendas. enforce them. The World Bank can help Narayan, Deepa. 2000. Voices of the Poor:
An RPO support program should analyze updatedraftlawsandensuretheiradoption. Can Anyone Hear US? New York:
stakeholders to identifypotential opponents * Prornote effective decentralization. OxfordUUniversityPressfortheWorld Bank.
and resistance, and design specific activities Decentralization mechanisms are the Pratt, David John, Franhqois Le Gall, and
that engender a win-win situation. basis to empower local communities Cornelis de Haan. 1997. Investing in

Empowerment of RPOs through and provide a favorable environment Pastoralism: Sustainable Natural
a learning-by-doing process may result in for RPOs to obtain local answers for Resource Use in Arid Africa and the
failures and misuse of funds, so appropriate their local needs. Middle East. Chapter 7, Herders
controls and audits are necessary. Capacity * Promote public services institutional Associations. World Bank Technical
building of producer organizations is reformns to ensure client-responsive Paper No. 365. Washington, D.C.:
a slow and uneven process, regulated services and accountability to users World Bank.
by existing social behavior and cultural (governance, accountability, decentrali- Rondot, Pierre and Marie-Helene Collion
norms. Donors may get impatient and zation, and personnel performance (eds.). 2001. Agricultural Producer
force the process artificially, thus engen- evaluation). Organizations: Their Contribution to
dering unsustainable advances. * Strengthen the capabilities of service Rural Capacity Building and Poverty

providers. Reduction. Report from a workshop,
World Bank Comparative * Promote a dialogue among donor agencies Washington D.C., 28-30 June 1999.
Advantage to Support RPOs to hannonize approaches and procedures Rural Development Department.

In addition to providing resources to that support RPOs. Washington, D.C.: World Bank.
strengthen the capacity of RPOs, the Subramanian, Ashok, Vijay Jagannathan,
World Bank can promote an enabling References and Ruth Meinzen-Dick. 1997. User
environment, either through projects or Collion, Marie-H6lene (ed.). 2000. Organizations for Sustainable Water
policy dialogue with the govennments. The Producer Organizations and Access to Services. WVorld Bank Technical Paper
Bank can: Inputs. Report from a workshop, No. 354. Washington, D.C.: World Bank.
* Obtain recognition of RPOs from Kampala, Uganda, 30 May-3 June. World Bank. 2000. World Development

governments and end mistrust from (Mimeo). Report. Washington, D.C.: World Bank.
public services. Dasgupta, Partha and Ismail Serageldin

* Ensure that RPOs are seen as full partners (eds.). 2000. Social Capital. A Multi-
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